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Press Release
Economic Analysis . NAACP
January 26, 1983
State of the Union Message 1983
The President has again ignored and refused to accept
responsibility for the intentiona l governmental policies
that have produced unemployment i n an unnecessarialy costly
attempt to fight inf l ation .
Consequently, it is recommended
that the nation must "stay the course" and adhere to
policies founded o n ideological beliefs rather than on the
economic facts of today's economy and is doomed to be no
more effective than the failed nostrums already prescribed .
It is a tribute to the "great communicator's" skill that the
public continues to value the economic statements of an
Administration that has demonstrated gross incompetence in
interpreting economic events .
There is no di sgu ising the
Administration's inability to understand the economy and the
effect of its policies since they have mistakenly identified
the danger sign of today's recession as robust 4.2% growth.
Do we need a child to remind us that the emperor has no
clothes?
It is hard to avoid the reality that the euphoric
victory speech of only a year ago on what has proven to be
an imprudent, radical approach of massive tax cuts,
unnecessarily large defense increases, and underinvestment
in human resources is in fact fiscally irresponsible and was
a mistake which Congress, against the President ' s
opposition, has had td ta ke steps to correct .
The
Administration's economic game plan has not produced its
promised results.
While everyone wants economic recovery, it is not a time to
put on rose colored glasses when faced with a serious
economic crisis .
The stock market's improvement is in part
a reaction to the Federal Reserve Board's boosting the money
supply in response to a sick economy .
Housing has responed
to reduced interest rates as expected.
While a positive
sign, the economic plan must recognize that most of the
other economic indicators are negative, such as inventory to
sales ratio, initial unemploy ment claims and unused plant
capacity .
There is no s ign other than housing that points
to an increase in demand so necessary to lead the economy
out of this recession.
In fact, the deteriorating trade
position, a direct result of the feedback effect of our
declining economy on the rest-of-the-world, and the high
e x change rate resulting from our monetary policy, promises
to offset much of the new stimulus from housing .
Pie-in-the-sky optimisim must be replaced by a concrete
program that will produce real promise of a recovery .
The ideological obsession with business tax cuts to
stimulate the economy is not working.
Real investments have
decl i ned by over 4% this y ear and is e x pected to set an
unprecedented decline of 5% for declines in two consecutive
ye ars .
How wrong can you get and still keep the confidence
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of the public?
It reverts to policies that have been discredited .
1.
It ignores needed governmental investments to increase
demand while embracing tax cuts, and increased defense
spending as the only acceptable way of increasing demand.
In a way it has taken a "cold turkey" approach to thy
transition from more to less government -- a structJal
change just as difficult as the ones going on in ou~basic
manufactuing industries and an added burden that the economy
cannot cope with at this time .

2.
It confuses the necessary stimulus from the deficit
during recessions with the failure to obtain funds for a
private investment recovery caused by the Federal Reserve
Board's tight money policy.
Government investments and
private investments are both needed to effectively recover
from this recession.
Instead, the President would steer us
to a path of slow growth~ made more difficult when there is
no real prospect of a recovery to elicit private
investments .
Slow growth which dooms the minority community
to several more years of unemploy ment above 20/. .
3.
It .misses the solution to the long range structL1al
{
problem that this Administration has created .
The structuRl
imbalance between receipts and e x penditures rests with the
Administration's priorities -- ideologically motivated tax
cuts and hL1ge, unpla~ed increases in defense, impudent
slashing of needed domestic programs .
The priorities are
clear .
Hold on to the large ta>: increases which benefit the
wealthy .
Allow 9/. rates of real growth in defense,
increases which our allies do not agree with and which
requires 3/. cuts in all domestic programs.
A strategy that
produces deficits close to $200 billion a y ear
for the
foreseeable future .
The consequences are clear.
This
Administration will have accumulated 748 billion dollars in
debt as a result of its mistakes -- an amount equal to the
cumulative debt of all previous administrations and several
wars .
This new debt is being incurred to pay for tax cuts,
defense preparation, even after sizable cuts in needed
investments in human resources to supply some of the needed
resources .
4.
It ignored the published results of the non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office that attributes only a very
small part of inflation to the deficit -- $20 billion in
spending cuts decreased inflation by only 0.11.. It ignored
the public statement of members of his Council of Economic
Advisors <Weidenbaum and Niskanen) that deficits have had no
appreciable effect on private borrowing or inflation during
a recession . <Hobart Rowen, "Deficits Prove Supply-Side
Theory False,
Ib.~-~~§b.!..o.gj;Q!J._E:Q§~ December 2 0,
1981, p
11
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5.
It ignored the fact that it was the Federal Reserve's
policy which produced high interest rates which fed
unemployment; it ignored the effect of price increases in
medical costs, oil and food on inflation -- increases which
can not be lai d t o governmental spending .
Belatedly, a
program to control medical costs is being advanced .
It ignored the supporting role of the Administration on
6.
the Federal Reserve Board ' s deliberate trade-off of
unemployment in a misguided attempt to reduce inflation .
The reduction of inflation, the FED admits in its most
recent midyear report, is due primarily to a fortuitous
oversupply of oil and food -- a condition not contributed to
by the Administration's tax relief to wealthy taxpayers. the
disast,_.,,rous cut in human resource investments for our
future, or the FEDS tight money policy .
The high cost of
this unemployment-inflation strategy has cost about $280
billion in lost production this year alone and another $280
billion since its inception in 1978 while making a small
contribution to reducing inflation .
For the unemployed~
there is no d ifficulty in choosing between employment and
inflation even though that is not a valid choice .
While welcoming the initiatives aimed at creating jobs. it
is clear that these initiatives are within the contex t of a
3% cut in domestic programs.
The net result is significant
job reductions .
The proposed 3% cut in domestic programs
must also support several ideological initiatives such as a
tuition tax credit program instead of needed increases in
educational aid to deserving students unable to meet the
increasing financial burden of a college education .
It is clear that the President and the Federal Reserve have
been recently forced to take initial steps to a changed
position on unemployment.
It is no secret that the Fed has
recently relaxed its tight money policy. Has the pain of
9 . 7% white unemployment finally reached the threshold of
political action? Is it cynical to point out that the black
unemployment rate is now 20 . 8% and has been above 9 . 0% sinc e
1973 without special attention or relief .
Is high
unemployment only a national problem when the white
unemployment rates begin to approach conditions that
minority communities are e x pected to live with without
complaint?
end

